Maximize your productivity

Help your employees achieve their best potential with the right tools for the job.

Dell’s portfolio of accessories is designed to perfectly complement Dell systems. From displays and docks to power banks and headsets, Dell has what it takes to help customers work more productively in the office or on-the-go.
1 Dell Premier Slim Backpack 15 | PE1520PS
Keep your devices and other office essentials securely protected within this sleek eco-friendly travel companion lined with foam protection.

2 Dell USB-C Mobile Adapter | DA300
Connect your Latitude to almost any device with a convenient 6-in-1 compact adapter, that has a SuperSpeed USB 10Gbps data transfer rate and connects to 4K displays without compromising on performance.

3 Dell Premier Wireless Mouse | WM527
Enhance daily performance and productivity with the elegantly designed mouse, which features dual connectivity and the ability to navigate on almost any surface.

4 Dell Premium Active Pen | PN579X
Designed for busy professionals, the pen offers the finest pen control and allows you to easily take notes with virtually no lag.

5 Dell Premier Sleeve 14 - PE1420V
A stylish, protective sleeve with a magnetic snap closure made specifically for your Latitude 7400 2-in-1. A dedicated pen holder on the sleeve allows you to securely stow away the optional active pen.

6 Dell Notebook Power Bank Plus - USB-C, 65 Wh | PW7018LC
With high power delivery of up to 65Wh, this power bank can charge the widest range of USB-C laptops, and mobile devices.

7 Dell Pro Stereo Headset | UC350
Optimized to provide in-person call quality and certified for Microsoft Skype for Business, this headset comes with leatherette cushions that block out ambient noise and provide all day comfort.

Dell Privacy Filters
(Not in Picture)
Dell Privacy Filter for your laptop keeps your onscreen data private, offering effective “black out” privacy from side views outside the 60-degree viewing angle.

Dell Premier Briefcase 15 | PE1520C
(Not in Picture)
Keep your laptop, tablet and other office essentials protected within the stylish Eco-friendly briefcase, that offers you the option to breeze through security without removing your laptop with its TSA checkpoint-friendly design.

* Shown with Latitude 7400 2 in 1
Mobility at a moment’s notice

Corridor Warriors need flexible technology as they run from one meeting to the next.

1 Dell Premium Active Pen | PN579X
Designed for busy professionals, this pen offers the finest pen control and allows you to easily take notes with virtually no lag.

2 Dell Thunderbolt Dock | WD19TB
Work at full speed with Dell’s powerful Thunderbolt Dock. Charge your system faster, support up to three 4K displays and connect to your peripherals via a single cable.

3 Dell UltraSharp 27 Monitor | U2719D
See fine details and true-to-life color on this 27” QHD monitor with virtually borderless design featuring InfinityEdge. Boost productivity by up to 21% with a Dell dual monitor setup*.

4 Dell Dual Monitor Stand | MDS19
Built with a small footprint, this stand frees up valuable desk space as its unique curved bar design elegantly holds two monitors, while keeping cables from view.

5 Dell Premier Wireless Keyboard and Mouse | KM717
Enhance productivity and enjoy its elegant design, that will fit into virtually any workspace. For increased productivity you can simultaneously pair up to two compatible devices with Bluetooth LE.

6 Dell Premier Briefcase 15 | PE1520C
Eco-friendly briefcase offers you the option to breeze through security without removing your laptop with its TSA checkpoint-friendly design, EVA foam cushioning built around the laptop vault and its anti-scratch lining keep your computing devices protected.

7 Dell USB-C Mobile Adapter | DA300
Connect your Latitude to almost any device with a convenient 6-in-1 compact adapter, that has a SuperSpeed USB 10Gbps data transfer rate and connects to 4K displays without compromising on performance.

8 Dell Notebook Power Bank Plus - USB-C, 65 Wh | PW7018LC
Offering a high power delivery of up to 65Wh, this power bank can charge the widest range of USB-C laptops, as well as mobile devices.

* Shown with Latitude 7200 2-in-1
**Source: Based on Principled Technologies Report commissioned by Dell, November 2018
DESK CENTRIC

Work without compromise
For Desk-Centric workers, maximizing their work with productivity-boosting technology is key.

1. Dell Micro All-in-One Stand | MFS18
   Small footprint mounting solution designed to adapt to your unique environment. Features cable management and full range monitor support with height adjustability, tilt, swivel and pivot functions.

2. Dell Small Form Factor All-in-One Stand | OSS17
   All-in-One compact stand houses the OptiPlex SFF desktop and monitor in a small footprint. It features integrated cabling for monitor power and Ethernet, cable management, and flexible viewing with height, tilt, swivel and pivot adjustability.

3. Dell UltraSharp 24 Monitor | U2419H
   Experience superb screen performance with this FHD monitor with virtually borderless InfinityEdge, packaged in a sleek, space saving design.

4. Dell OptiPlex Micro Vertical Stand
   Vertically position your system on your desktop for added stability.

5. Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse | KM636
   Designed with elevated, spacious chiclet keys and multimedia shortcuts, this keyboard and mouse offers wireless convenience and a clutter-free desk.

6. Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse | KM636
   Designed with elevated, spacious chiclet keys and multimedia shortcuts, this keyboard and mouse offers wireless convenience and a clutter-free desk.

7. OptiPlex Micro Dual VESA Mount with Adapter Bracket (Not in Picture)
   Completely open your workspace with a behind-the-monitor mounting solution. Use with MB Humanscale Arm for ultimate support.

*Shown with OptiPlex 7070 Micro*
1 Dell Ultrasharp 24 Monitor | U2419H
Experience superb screen performance on this FHD monitor with virtually borderless InfinityEdge, packaged in a sleek, space saving design.

2 Dell Dual Monitor Stand | MDS19
Featuring a small footprint, the stand frees up valuable desk space for writing and referencing. Its unique curved bar design elegantly holds two monitors, while keeping cables from view.

3 Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse | KM636
Designed with elevated, spacious chiclet keys and multimedia shortcuts, the keyboard and mouse offers wireless convenience and a clutter-free desk.

4 Dell Pro Stereo Headset | UC350
Experience exceptional audio clarity with the Dell Pro Stereo Headset - UC350, certified for Microsoft® Skype® for Business. Optimized in-person call quality and music clarity with HD wideband voice.

* Shown with Wyse 5070 thin client with Windows IOT Enterprise

DESK CENTRIC

Wyse cloud clients

Designed to enhance your virtual workspaces with ultimate security and intelligent unified management, Wyse thin clients empower your cloud users with a more productive digital experience.
Off-site shouldn’t mean off your game

In order to work confidently, Remote Workers rely on flawless connectivity and seamless collaboration.

Accessories for your OptiPlex All-in-One

1. Dell 27 Monitor | P2719H
   Boost productivity with this 27” FHD that matches your 27” All-In-One. This 3-sided ultra-thin bezel display with the small base, frees up valuable desk space and supports multi-display productivity. Also work smarter with the multi-tasking features of Easy Arrange.

2. Dell Premier Wireless Keyboard and Mouse | KM717
   Enhance productivity and enjoy its elegant design that will fit into virtually any workspace. For increased productivity you can simultaneously pair up to two compatible devices with Bluetooth LE.

3. Dell Pro Stereo Headset | UC350
   Optimized to provide in-person call quality and certified for Microsoft Skype for Business, this headset comes with leatherette cushions that block out ambient noise and provide all day comfort.

4. Dell All-in-One Port Cover
   Designed for OptiPlex All-in-Ones, this easy to install port cover secures your ports and protects your investment.

5. OptiPlex All-in-One Articulating Stand
   Tilt your monitor towards and backwards and recline to a 60 degree angle. The articulating stand makes it easy to comfortably use your touch screen.

6. OptiPlex All-in-One Height Adjustable Stand
   Raise, tilt, pivot or swivel your All-In-One to enjoy the best view.

Accessories for your Latitude Notebook

Dell Pro Sleeve 14
(Not in picture)
Made with plush lined interior, the sleeve protects and takes your laptop and its accessories wherever your busy day takes you.

Dell Dock | WD19 (Not in picture)
Work at full speed with Dell’s powerful USB-C dock. Charge your system faster, support up to three displays and connect to your peripherals via a single cable.

Dell Wireless Mouse | WM326
(Not in picture)
With up to 18 months** of battery life and convenient navigation on any surface you can enjoy reliable wireless performance, no matter where you are.

* Shown with OptiPlex 7770 All-in-One with 4K Display
** Battery life may vary based on usage and computing conditions.
Engineered for the high-speed pursuit of perfection

Engineers require powerful technology to run graphics intensive applications effortlessly and effectively.

1 Dell Performance Dock | WD19DC
Dell’s most powerful dock* delivers the ultimate productivity experience. Charge your system faster, support up to three displays and connect to your peripherals via a single cable with dual USB-C connectors.

2 Dell UltraSharp 32 4K USB-C Monitor | U3219Q
Experience outstanding screen performance on this 4K USB-C monitor featuring InfinityEdge and multitasking capabilities.

3 3Dconnexion SpaceMouse Pro Wireless
3Dconnexion patented 6-Degrees-of-Freedom (6DoF) sensor is specifically designed to manipulate digital content or camera positions in the industry-leading CAD applications. Simply push, pull, twist or tilt the 3Dconnexion controller cap to intuitively pan, zoom and rotate your 3D drawing.

* Shown with Precision 7540 Mobile Workstation

4 Dell Premier Wireless Keyboard and Mouse | KM717
Enhance productivity and enjoy its elegant design that will fit into virtually any workspace. For increased productivity you can simultaneously pair up to two compatible devices with Bluetooth LE.

5 HTC Vive Pro
Designed to meet the needs of today’s most demanding VR users - from expansive office environments to crowded arcades, this is the most capable and fully featured virtual reality system.

6 Jabra Evolve 75
With the ambient noise cancellation feature of this wireless headset you can hear every word clearly on your next call. This easy to carry device is certified for Microsoft Skype for Business.

Dell Timbuk2 Authority Backpack
(Not in Picture)
Designed specifically for Dell, the Timbuk2-Authority backpack is built to carry and protect everything you need for the workday. The internal organizer provides ample space for laptop accessories and any extra items you need to carry.

Dell Portable Thunderbolt 3 SSD - 1TB
(Not in Picture)
One of the world’s fastest portable SSD storage devices, the Dell Portable Thunderbolt™ 3 SSD 1 TB lets you backup or transfer all your large files at lightning fast speeds.

Dell UltraSharp 32 8K Monitor | UP3218K
(Not in Picture)
Experience realistic images like never before on the award-winning, world’s first 31.5” 8K monitor featuring Dell PremierColor. This monitor is calibrated on AdobeRGB and sRGB to a color accuracy of Delta-E less than 2.
CREATIVE WORKER

Great minds require great machines
Creative Professionals depend on visually-enhanced technology to create precise and masterful work.

1 Dell Thunderbolt Dock | WD19TB
Work at full speed with Dell’s powerful Thunderbolt Dock. Charge your system faster, support up to three 4K displays and connect to your peripherals via a single cable.

2 Dell UltraSharp 38 Curved Monitor | U3818DW
With this 38-inch curved monitor with an InfinityEdge display you can enjoy expansive views and incredible visuals as well as fewer distractions and improved multitasking.

3 Dell Canvas
Bring your ideas to life with the groundbreaking new workspace tool that uses an intuitive touch screen, pen and totems to enable natural digital creation.

4 X-Rite Colorimeter i1Display Pro
The i1Display Pro ensures a perfectly calibrated and profiled display while delivering the speed, options and flexibility needed to maintain color accuracy.

5 Dell Premier Wireless Keyboard and Mouse | KM717
Enhance productivity and enjoy its elegant design that will fit into virtually any workspace. For increased productivity you can simultaneously pair up to two compatible devices with Bluetooth LE.

6 Dell Portable Thunderbolt 3 SSD - 1TB
One of the world’s fastest portable SSD storage devices, the Dell Portable Thunderbolt™ 3 SSD - 1TB lets you backup or transfer all your large files at lightning fast speeds.

Dell Timbuk2 Authority Backpack
(Not in Picture)
Designed specifically for Dell, the Timbuk2-Authority backpack is built to carry and protect everything you need for the workday.

Dell USB-C Mobile Adapter | DA300
(Not in Picture)
Connect your Precision to almost any device with a convenient 6-in-1 compact adapter, that has a SuperSpeed USB 10Gbps data transfer rate and connects to 4K displays without compromising on performance.

* Shown with Precision 5540 Mobile Workstation
Accessories for your Rugged Tablet

1 Rugged tablet dock
Maximize productivity when the job brings you back to the office with this dock that offers dual display support with VGA and dual spare battery charging slots for power when you need it most.

2 Dell Active Stylus
Get the most input responsiveness with an available active stylus.

3 Keyboard cover with kickstand
Increase your productivity in the field by adding an IP-65 rated full-size keyboard with customizable RGB backlight to your Rugged Tablet.

4 Carrying Case for your Rugged Tablet
Carry your Tablet and available straps and handles easily in the carrying case.

5 Tablet Vehicle Dock
Low-profile design maximizes available space inside of vehicle. Full port replication and integrated strain-relieving provide simple, safe and secure connectivity to essential peripherals as well as convenient and efficient cable management.

6 Rugged Tablet Cross Strap
The cross strap brace attaches to the corners of your rugged tablet and allowing you to grip your tablet in the palm of your hand for easy handheld use.

7 Extended input and output module
Connect to more devices and get extended capability with a module that provides two additional USB 3.0 ports and an Ethernet connection.

8 Dell Auto Air DC Adapter 90 Watt
Power up and stay productive on the road, in-flight or in your office with one device, with the Dell™ Auto/Air Adapter.

Rugged Tablet Battery Charger
(Not in picture)
Keep spare batteries fully charged and ready to power your day.

* Shown with Latitude 7212 Rugged Extreme Tablet
Empower your employees to work at full speed

Our products are thoughtfully designed with the style, innovation, functionality, and unique features that maximize worker productivity.

When people are enabled by technology that works, they can be more immersed in their work, face fewer distractions and interruptions, and increase their productivity. When employees are more productive, so too are companies.

Dell’s products are better together and tested extensively for reliability. Our products are designed and certified to work seamlessly together with Dell systems.

Dell’s products are thoughtfully designed with the style, innovation, functionality, and unique features that maximize worker productivity.

Dell’s recommended accessories are chosen with each customer’s needs in mind, and to save them time and money by eliminating the need to hunt through hundreds of products.

FIND OUT MORE – TALK TO US.

To find out how Dell can help transform your business, contact your Dell EMC Account Executive.

All product availability may vary by region.